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产品/机械
Building infrastructure

HVAC tools
Indoor air quality testing
Laser distance meters
Laser levels

Calibration tools

Fluke Calibration
mA loop calibrators
Multifunction calibrators
Pressure calibrators
Temperature calibrators

Condition monitoring

Power monitoring
Vibration monitoring

Connected reliability

Suite for Maximo

Electrical tools

Basic electrical testers
Battery analyzers
Clamp meters
Digital multimeters
Earth ground
Installation testers
Insulation testers
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Insulated tools
Portable appliance testers
Portable oscilloscopes
Power quality

Fluke software

eMaint CMMS
Fluke Connect
Fluke Mobile
Fluke Calibration software
Fluke Networks software

Industrial imaging

Sonic Industrial Imager
Diagnostic Scope

Intrinsically safe

Mechanical maintenance

Laser alignment
Vibration analysis

Network cable testers

Industrial Ethernet testers

Temperature measurement

Contact thermometers
IR thermometers
Thermal imaging
IR windows
Thermal imaging cameras

产品和背景
Since its founding in 1948, Fluke has helped define and grow a unique technology market, providing testing and troubleshooting capabilities that have
grown to mission critical status in manufacturing and service industries. Every new manufacturing plant, office, hospital, or facility built today
represents another potential customer for Fluke products.

From industrial electronic installation, maintenance and service, to precision measurement and quality control, Fluke tools help keep business and
industry around the globe up and running. Typical customers and users include technicians, engineers, metrologists, medical-device manufacturers,
and computer network professionals — people who stake their reputations on their tools, and use tools to help extend their personal power and
abilities.

Fluke has achieved the number one or number two position in every market in which it competes. The Fluke brand has a reputation for portability,
ruggedness, safety, ease of use and rigid standards of quality.

Company Profile of Fluke

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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